American Morgan Horse Register

REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE

THE MORGAN HORSE
The pride and product of America

This Certifies that the Morgan

Gelding

NAMED: LKR PERFECT TIMING
GELDING DATE 09/01/2012
COLOR: BAY

No. 170085 FOALED: May 31, 2005
"Qualified by DNA Testing"

MARKED: STARK, BROWN EYES, LEFT MIND PATTERN, MEDIAN COWLICK BELOW EYE LEVEL.

BRED BY: Melissa Kittle, Sierra Vista, AZ

RUM BROOK IMMORTAL IMAGE 120987
BLACK/DARK CHESTNUT DNA QBT

JMF TIME TO SPARE (CN) 159566
BAY QHNA

THE DELIGHTFUL TIME 088545
BAY DNA BT

JMF PARAGON (CN) 0161404
BAY QHNA

IRISH ENTERTAINMENT 99091
BLACK DNA BT

WASEEKA'S IN COMMAND 16031
BAY BT

UVM VISION 020014
BAY BT

UVM TROPHY 20263
CHESTNUT BT

RUM BROOK STARDUST 025975
BLACK BT

WASEEKA'S NOCTURNE 11181
BAY BT

WASEEKA'S THISIZIT 09179
CHESTNUT

UVM VISION 020014
BAY BT

WASEEKA'S SHOWTIME 20730
BAY BT

UVM HIGHLIGHT 12984
BAY BT

UVM DONNA 09595
CHESTNUT

UVM HOGGET 014495
BROWN BT

FAIRFIELD FORTUNE 15927
CHESTNUT BT

ENTERTAINER 66724
CHESTNUT BT

PLEASANT LADY 011199
CHESTNUT BT

BEAMINGTON 16635
BAY BT

M C LA SENORITA 012151
CHESTNUT

JUSTA JOY 025469
BLACK DNA BT

HENFIELD'S ACE 15971
CHESTNUT BT

EQUINOX BENN ADAM 26988
BAY BT

WASEEKA'S CHARM 016578
BAY BT

BAY DNA BT

EQUINOX ETUDE 029853
BAY DNA BT

COURAGE OF EQUINOX 23622
CHESTNUT DNA BT

WASEEKA'S THEME SONG 010474
BAY

Current Record Owner

is registered in the American Morgan Horse Register
Given this 23 day of January 2018

THE AMERICAN MORGAN HORSE ASSOCIATION, INC.

Curia Culan
REGISTRAR